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Notes for the Record 
 

Vredefort West Extension Prospecting Right  

(FS 30/5/1/1/3/2/1/10521 EM)  

Draft BAR and EMPR Public Open Day 

Parys Golf and Country  

Estate Restaurant, Parys 

09H00 – 17H00 
 

10th October 2018 
 

                                                   MEETING ATTENDEES 

Ms Zizo Siwendu (ZS, Shango Solutions) Mr Inus Rautenbach (IR, Rautenbach Boedery) 

Ms Mmakoena Mmola (MA, Shango Solutions) Mr Willem Fourie (FW, Fourie Wildtelens) 

Mr Francois Myburgh (FM, Shango Solutions) Ms Kuni Mosweu (KM, NGT Holdings) 

Mr Pieter Rademan (PR, Proud Heritage Properties 5 (Pty) Ltd) Ms Reagile Sengane (RS, NGT Holdings) 

Mrs Erna Rademan (ER, Bottelary Goedgedacht) Ms, Nana Nodada (NN, NGT Holdings) 

Mr Wille Wagner (WW, Witrand Trust) Ms Cherene de Bruyn (CdB, NGT Holdings) 

Mr Nico Uys (NU, Expectra 594 (Pty) Ltd) Mr Burgert Coetzee (BC, Rhebokfontein West 

Mr Roelien Uys (RU, Expectra 594, (Pty) Ltd) Mr H van Eeden  

Mr Heine Brussow (HB, Brussow Familie Trust) Mr A Marx (AM, Agrien) 

Mr Attie Dannhauser (AD, Rooiwal Trust) Mr F Marx (FM, Efraim) 

Mrs Shani Ward (SW, KFW Properties) Mr J Enslin (JE, Aprilskraal Boedery) 

Mr Keith Ward (KW, KFW Properties) Mr DH Enslin (DHE, Aprilskraal Boedery) 

Mr Sanus Weyers (SW, Ensembwer)  
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                                                   PURPOSE OF MEETING 

 Present findings of the Basic Assessment process to the public. 

 Solicit comments on the Draft Basic Assessment Report and Environmental Management Programme 

Report. 

OPENING REMARKS 

Ms Mmakoena Mmola (from Shango Shango Solutions, the Environmental Assessment Practitioner) welcomed 

everyone and thanked them for attending the Open Day and gave a brief description of the project. She stated that 

White Rivers Exploration (Pty) Ltd has applied for applications for a Prospecting and Environmental Authorisation in 

order to prospect for Silver, Gold, Coal, Cobalt, Copper, Diamond (Alluvial), Iron, Manganese, Molybdenum, Nickel, 

Lead, Platinum Group Metals, Rare Earths, Sulphur, Uranium, Tungsten and Zinc in the Free State Province of South 

Africa. She further went on to say that invasive and non-invasive prospecting activities will be undertaken as part of 

the proposed Prospecting Work Programme. The first 3 years will comprise non-invasive activities such as desktop 

studies. During the first half of Year 4, trenching activities will occur and will involve the excavation of 2 trenches with 

each trench being 3 m deep, 10 m long and 1.5 m wide. 

Ms Mmola stated that the 2 proposed trenches will only be excavated on portions 1 and 2 of the farm Mimosa Grove 

491. She went on to explain that the area where the proposed trenches are located is predominantly utilised for 

commercial agriculture and is thus not environmentally sensitive. Ms Mmola walked around to Interested and Affected 

Parties and showed them an image showing the location of the 2 trenches on the farm Mimosa Grove 491. 

DISCUSSIONS 

Comment Response 

Will the owner of the property on which the 2 

proposed trenches are located receive any form of 

compensation? 

The affected landowner will be compensated. Prior to 

commencement of invasive prospecting activities, the 

Applicant will enter into a formal written agreement with the 

affected landowner. This formal agreement will additionally 

stipulate the landowner’s special conditions which will form part 

of a legally binding agreement. Conditions will include access 

to the property, safety as well as compensation should any 

damage occur as a result of the proposed prospecting 

activities. 

A majority of the landowners and Interested and 

Affected Parties did not receive notification 

regarding the availability of the draft Basic 

Assessment Report and Environmental 

Management Programme Report as well as details 

of the Open Day. The amount of time left to provide 

comment on the report is not enough. As such, it is 

requested that you send a request for extension to 

the DMR which will enable us to provide proper 

comments on the draft report.  

Our registration forms were forwarded to Shango 

Solutions. However, we did not receive any form of 

notification following our request to be registered as 

Interested and Affected Parties. 

Notification was sent to pre-identified and registered Interested 

and Affected Parties in the following manners: 

 Registered mail. 

 Faxes. 

 E-mails. 

We request read receipts when sending e-mails to Interested 

and Affected Parties in order to see who received the 

correspondence, who didn’t and who read it. If we were able to 

source an Interested and Affected Parties’ cellphone number 

or phone number prior to sending initial notification, we make a 

follow –up if the e-mail sent to the affected party bounces and 

request them to confirm or provide their e-mail address. Ms 

Siwendu showed the affected Parties a print out of the 

Interested and Affected Party database as evidence that 

contact details were sourced for some landowners and that 

they were sent notification and were aware of the Open Day 
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and the availability of the Basic Assessment Report. 

About 10% of the affected Parties listed on the 

database are not present at this meeting. I did not 

receive any form of correspondence and I am 

certain I am not the only one who has not received 

notification. 

We have proof of all the notifications that were sent out to 

affected parties. This proof will form part of the final Basic 

Assessment Report and Environmental Management 

Programme Report. All proof of notification is available on 

record. 

Kindly furnish me with the proof of notification. I will 

be happy once I see that I was sent notification. 

Ms Siwendu requested the landowner provide her with his e-

mail address.  

Does the property on which the 2 trenches are 

proposed to be excavated belong to Susara 

Johanna Joubert? Was an attempt made to contact 

them on the telephone numbers provided on the list 

of affected parties? If so, why is it that when I 

attempted to contact Susara on the phone number 

provided it appears that it is not working.  

As part of the initial notification process, advertisements were 

placed in newspapers and site notices were erected within and 

around the application area. Two of my colleagues were 

threatened by one of the farmers while placing site notices 

within the application area because of their race.  

Shango Solutions tried all means to reach out to affected 

landowners including attempting to source their contact details 

on WinDeed and placing the site notices and advertisements in 

newspapers as previously stated. The advertisements were in 

the three dominant languages spoken in the area which are 

English, Afrikaans and Sesotho. The notification process was 

carried out according to the National Environmental 

Management Act (NEMA) EIA Regulations.  

Kindly provide an undertaking that you will note that 

not all affected parties received notification.  

Noted. Notification will be sent to Interested and Affected 

Parties once the final Basic Assessment Report has been 

submitted to the competent authority.  

Can we comment on the final Basic Assessment 

Report? 

Yes, you can comment. However, your comments will have to 

be sent directly to the Department of Mineral Resources and 

Shango Solutions has to be Cc’d in your correspondence. 

Kindly provide contact details of the relevant party 

to communicate with from the Department of 

Mineral Resources regarding this project.  

A case officer has been assigned for this project. Ms Siwendu 

provided the case officer’s contact details to affected parties 

who requested them.  

We had an experience with a company who wanted 

to undertake coal prospecting on one of our 

properties. The company came forward and had the 

best intensions and promised affected parties great 

things. The company further stated that should they 

be granted the right, water boreholes will be drilled 

for the affected landowners. The company had 

initially stated that the invasive prospecting 

activities will be minimal and only a few drillholes 

will be drilled. However, the final report that was 

submitted specified that more drillholes were 

planned to be drilled than they had initially stated. 

Upon receiving their prospecting right, the company 

undertook activities which were not specified in their 

The main commodity to be prospected for is Gold. Other 

minerals were applied for due to the fact that there is a 

possibility that those minerals may occur within the proposed 

application area. As such, the Applicant did not want to 

exclude any minerals that could potentially occur within the 

application area. It is better to apply for a number of 

commodities in case other minerals are discovered during 

prospecting.  
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proposed Prospecting Work Programme. 

This past incident is the reason as to why we are 

opposing this proposed project. However, if all 

procedures are carried out in a legal and 

appropriate manner, we as landowners will allow 

you to conduct your activities.  

Further to my first question, if the Applicant only 

wants to excavate 2 trenches, why did they lodge 

an application over such a vast area of land? 

Furthermore, why is the list of minerals proposed to 

be prospected for lengthy? It appears as if the 

Applicant is unsure as to what exactly they are 

prospecting for.  

Based on my understanding, it appears that the 

Applicant has no intention of undertaking any 

prospecting or mining activities. The Applicant 

wants to sell their granted prospecting right to 

another company. 

It is the Applicant’s business model to sell granted or issued 

prospecting rights to other companies.  

Based on the locality map, it appears that the 

application area bounds certain farms which do not 

form part of the current proposed application area. 

Should this project reach Mining Right Status, what 

is going to happen to the farms bound by the 

application area? 

Mining cannot be discussed at this stage as the application is 

for a Prospecting Right and not mining. Should the prospecting 

activities yield positive results; the Applicant can lodge another 

application and include these farms. 

As landowners, we do not want a mine in our area. Noted. 

The application area is in close proximity to the 

Vredefort Dome World Heritage Site. How will you 

establish a mine in this area? 

We are required my legislation to maintain a 5 km buffer from 

protected areas. The application area has maintained a 

distance of more than 5 km.  

What would make an area unviable for mining? The application area is selected based on geology. Preliminary 

studies are undertaken prior to selecting the application area. 

The prospecting activities are undertaken in order to confirm if 

economically viable minerals occur in the area. An area that 

would be deemed unviable for mining is an area which has a 

number of environmental sensitivities.  

Is White Rivers a solvent company? Will they be 

able to rehabilitate the land upon completion of the 

invasive prospecting activities? 

Yes, White Rivers is a solvent company. An amount of R 24 

333.86 has been set aside for rehabilitation of the trenches.  

Should you come to the conclusion that the 

proposed prospecting activities may have a 

detrimental impact on the environment; this 

information should be specified in the report to be 

submitted to the competent aluthority.  

Yes, as Independent Environmental Assessment Practitioners, 

we are obliged to perform the work relating to this application 

in an objective manner. If there are any sensitive features 

within the application area, we would have to recommend that 

the 2 trenches be moved away from sensitive features. 

Could you kindly verify that the prospecting area 

indeed falls outside of the Vredefort Dome World 

Noted. An ecology specialist was appointed for this project. 

The specialist confirmed that the application area falls outside 
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Heritage Site? It is to the best of my knowledge that 

the proposed trenches are located in the world 

heritage site. 

of the world heritage site.  

I was making a comparison between the plan 

indicated in the documents sent to us and the map 

available on the White Rivers Exploration (Pty) Ltd 

website. The map on the website includes farm 

portions which are excluded in the map provided in 

your documents. According to the map from the 

website, some of my farms are affected. However, 

based on the map that you provided some of my 

farms are not affected. Could you explain why that 

is so? 

The map on the website is not related to this project. Some of 

White Rivers Exploration’s prospecting rights lapse, causing 

them to re-apply. In other cases, White Rivers extends some of 

its tenements, hence the similarity in the shape of the farm 

outlines observed on the map in the documents provided to 

you and the map available on their website. The application on 

the website is an old application and this application is new. 

We will first have to obtain the correct information before 

responding to your query in order to avoid providing you with 

the wrong information.  

You mentioned that you notified all affected parties 

about this project through placing site notices within 

and around the application area. I saw one of your 

site notices along the around and got out of my 

vehicle in order to read the notice only to find that 

the text on the notice was not legible. The site 

notices are not of the best quality and the font size 

is too small. That is another concern of mine. I 

would I advise that you use better quality maps and 

generally better quality site notices should you 

communicate with affected parties again. We are 

also struggling to see the details in the maps 

included in these posters. Could you utilise better 

resolution maps? 

Thank you for your comment. We noted that the site notices 

were not of good quality and we changed the company 

responsible for printing the site notices as other affected 

parties also raised concerns regarding the quality of the 

notices. Affected parties who sent us correspondence 

complaining about the quality of the maps were sent high 

resolution or better quality maps.  

Another concern is the translated material. Our 

correspondence was sent to you in Afrikaans. The 

translated correspondence is completely wrong. We 

said that “we are in the affected area” and this was 

translated into “we are in the world heritage site”. It 

gives off the impression that we do not know what 

we are taking about. My farm is not in the heritage 

site. However, we are in the affected area. 

Thank you for pointing that out. We give the correspondence 

forwarded to us in Afrikaans to Afrikaans speaking people at 

the office as we cannot speak Afrikaans.  

The symbol utilised to represent the 2 proposed 

trenches is misleading. You mentioned that the 2 

trenches will be 10 m long. How can you represent 

something that is 10 m long with a dot? I want to 

know exactly where the trenches are. I want to drive 

there and see the area. The symbol makes it 

difficult to say whether there is a lithological 

problem on one side of the trench or flora or fauna 

species on the other side.  

The proposed trench locations were selected from a geological 

perspective. In addition, sensitive features were also 

considered. No site visit has been undertaken to date. As such, 

the locations of the trenches may change depending on the 

outcome of the site visit that will be undertaken depending on 

the outcome of this application. The Applicant cannot go onto 

site at the moment as they have not been granted the right. We 

know that the proposed trenches will be in that vicinity. 

However, we cannot provide the exact GPS coordinates.  

My concern is that our farm is situated next to the 

farm where the proposed trenches are located. 

There may be a possibility that the proposed 

trenches may extend onto our property and we 

We can zoom into the map in order to see if the trenches 

overlap onto your property. However, we cannot provide the 

exact GPS coordinates at this point. What we do know is that 

the trenches will be in specified affected property and your 
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have not been contacted. property will not be affected. We do not know how the trenches 

will be oriented. Measurements can be made in the relevant 

software in order to get an idea of the extent of the 2 trenches.  

I received correspondence stating that I had been 

registered as an Interested and Affected Party for 

the project and that I will be kept up to date with any 

developments regarding this project such as 

availability of the draft Basic Assessment Report 

and Environmental Management Programme 

Report and details of the Open Day, availability of 

the final Basic Assessment Report and the outcome 

of the application. However, I did not receive any 

notification regarding the availability of the draft 

Basic Assessment Report and details of the Open 

Day. 

Noted. We will refer to our database and read receipts in order 

to see why you did not receive the notification.  

We feel that the amount of time we have left to 

provide comment is not enough. Would it be 

possible to apply for extension so we can be able to 

provide our comments? 

We have deadlines that we have to adhere to which are 

stipulated in the NEMA EIA Regulations. As such, we cannot 

extent the number days wherein you can provide comment. 

However, submission of the final report does not imply that you 

cannot provide comment. Should you have any comments 

after the final report has been submitted, kindly submit your 

comment to the Department of Mineral Resources and ensure 

that Shango Solutions is Cc’d in your correspondence.  

Comments provided during the Public Open Day have been incorporated into the final Basic Assessment 

Report and Environmental Management Programme Report. 

 






